
Isabella to present camping equipment  
at Caravan Salon Düsseldorf once again 
Following a year off, Isabella is once again taking part in Caravan Salon Düsseldorf, the biggest 
 camping trade fair in Europe. The Danish awning company will be presenting a number of exciting 
products for the first time at the fair.  
 

Mini wind screen – a kind of fence for your awning
The new 3-sided Mini wind screen is designed to enclose the area in front of your awning, while leaving you an unobstructed 
view to watch the world go by on the site. 
“If you have a small dog or child, the Mini wind screen will let you relax, safe in the knowledge that they can’t go far. It’s like a 
kind of fence for your awning,” explains Aga Gadkowska, Development Manager at Isabella. 

Special awning designed for Eriba Touring 
For anyone who owns a cult caravan like the Eriba Touring, Isabella has now created an awning to match. 
“Isabella Eriba Touring’’ retro design reflects the design of this iconic caravan and creates a unique overall look,” explains 
Gadkowska. 

Wind screen for popular air canopy
Isabella has developed a wind screen for our popular Arc air canopy so that you can create shelter at your caravan or motor-
home. This wind screen can be used on either the right or the left, so you can move it depending on which direction the wind 
is coming from.  

Warm, practical colours
Isabella now has the opportunity to showcase its three elegant Etna awnings at a trade fair. The Etna collection includes 
Forum Etna, Penta Etna, Magnum Etna and Annex Etna.  All of these are designed in warm, practical colours that are sure to 
please seasonal campers.  

Experience freedom and comfort in the great outdoors
If you want to experience freedom and comfort in the great outdoors, the two Camp-let models, Camp-let North and Camp-
let Passion, are ideal choices. Camp-let North is the easy trailer tent that comes in beautiful Nordic colours. This is aimed at 
people who seek freedom by spontaneously taking off in search of new adventures. 
Camp-let Passion is the Rolls-Royce of trailer tents. This trailer tent pampers you with home comforts such as blackout cur-
tains, an outdoor kitchen and unique ventilation openings. 
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